
I WILL TELL YOU SOMETHING....THE SUBSTANCE OF ALL IDEAS IS LIVING 
LOVE. EVERY SINGLE FORM THAT YOU SEE IS THE EXPRESSION OF 
MEANING EXPRESSED BY THE FATHER.

Now, from within the three-dimensional frame of reference everything 
appears to be solid, occupying space, existing independently of 
everything else, but the fact is, that every single manifestation you see, 
even in the limited way that you see it, is the Infinite Self-Expression of 
God and is held in the Mind of God as the conscious manifestation of the 
Will of God. The Will of God is to Be. To be what? To be conscious! To be 
conscious of what? To be conscious of capital “S” Self, to be Self-Aware. 
And the Movement of Mind, with a capital “M”, the Movement of God is 
experienced infinitely as Creation. But all of Creation is Idea consciously 
experienced.

Now this will take some thinking through, or some contemplation. But I 
want you to remember this one thing: Everything you are experiencing is 
a Conscious Experience. And if you were not conscious, you would not be 
experiencing it. Solidity, weight, density, form, movement, variety--all of 
it is Conscious Experience. You are Consciousness--not private as you 
think you are. But the Infinite Consciousness That God Is constitutes your 
Mind, because you don’t have any place to get a mind of your own.

And everything you are experiencing is an Experience of Consciousness. 
And what is it that Consciousness experiences? Ideas! And Ideas are 
perfectly tangible to the Mind that creates them. And the only Mind there 
is, is God infinitely individualized as every Individuality there is. But 
nevertheless it is the One Mind of God that is Individualized. And to God, 
all that God is consciously aware of is absolutely tangible and 
experienceable, but not as a material form. It is tangible as the Idea that 
it is.

Every single form that you see is the Expression of Meaning expressed by 
the Father. And the Meaning, since God is All, must have been derived 
from What The Father Is as the Father expressed and experienced, or 
expresses and experiences those Meanings. And so, this chair is Meaning 
expressed. The leaves you see are Meaning expressed, arising out of the 
Infinite Mind That God Is, and perfectly tangible to that Mind.



And you see, as you begin to cease claiming a personal private mind 
called an ego, you will find yourself continuing to be conscious but more 
Infinitely Conscious, because the definite limits of the ego-conscious 
awareness will have faded and allowed your perception to be more 
expansive. You have heard the phrase, “On a clear day you can see 
forever”--infinitely.

Now, think about this. Don’t analyze it too much. Just abide with the idea 
that everything you see is Meaning expressed, expressing an Idea held in 
the Mind of God by God. As you become less sure of your physical 
interpretation of all forms, you will find yourself beginning to discern the 
Meaning that the Father is expressing as the particular form you see. And 
in that process, any distortions that had been present when viewing it 
through the lens of the ego, will begin to fade and everything will become 
illuminated.

I will tell you something. The Substance of all Ideas is Living Love. And 
everything that you see at this moment is actively being Living Love. And 
it is the same Living Love that you are. And this Living Love is illuminated 
and illuminating--radiating upon everything else--so that when you are 
Awake, your surroundings will not be separated from you experientially. 
You will recognize the Love That You Are in the Love that is expressing 
the Meaning of the walls or the carpet, etc., or the trees, or the air--and 
you will feel loved, loved, loved.

But you will also know that You Are The Love that you are being loved 
with. And the Love will be illuminated. And the walls will be alive. Not that 
they will be dancing, but they will not appear to be static to you any 
more. They will not appear to be plaster. They will appear to be and they 
will be experienced as Living active Love loving.

And so the Meaning of everything will be more than anything you are 
imagining at the moment. And whether something is made out of gold, 
or whether something is made out of tin, they will both be Meaningful 
because they will be the Love That God Is, the Love That You Are, 
expressing the Meaning, the Intent, embodied in the form that you are 
looking at.

And so you see as Awakening occurs and your perception of everything 
becomes what you would call exalted, which really means a truer 



perception than you are presently having, everything you see will not 
disappear, just the illusory aspects of it. And the shift from the three-
dimensional frame of reference to the fourth-dimensional Conscious 
Experience of Being will not constitute a removal from where you are, but 
an inner shift in which false perception yields to True Experience, where 
you find God in everything, where you see and experience the Divinity of 
everything.
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